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the thirteenth century the introduction of machinery was
a fruitful source of dissension, and the Government frowned
upon the * abridgement' of labour in order to avoid social
unrest.    To disarm the popular opposition the apologists
of machinery were learning to use the familiar argument
that   cheapness  stimulates the  demand  for  commodities,
which in turn stimulates the demand for labour.    Mainly
owing to these causes, success in vital things eluded the
grasp of the seventeenth century;  but without the barren
enterprises  in which experience was painfully and dearly
bought, the   discoveries of a later age would have been
impossible.    The eager search for technical improvements
—reflected in an astonishing list of industrial patents—led
Miege  (1691)  to  claim that  " no  nation has been  more
industrious than the English in mechanic  arts,  and  the
world to this day is obliged to them for many of their
useful  inventions   and   discoveries" 1.    And   Gary   (1695)
depicted   a   community  in  which   '* new  projections   are
every day set on foot ".    It was as a result of the persistent
efforts of innumerable pioneers that a generation before the
accession of George III.—the customary date assigned to
the commencement of the ' Industrial Revolution '—there
had already dawned the ' new world of experiments' which
had been confidently predicted in the previous century.    In
industry the new order was foreshadowed in a galaxy of great
technical achievements—the steam engine to drain water
from the coal mines, the fly shuttle in weaving, spinning by
rollers, the carding machine for preparing wool, the smelting
of iron ore with coke, and the production of steel by the
crucible process.    It is not surprising, then, to find this
picture of the industrial state of England in the middle
of the eighteenth century drawn by Dean Tucker :  " Few
countries are equal, perhaps none excel the English in the
numbers  and  contrivance  of  their  machines  to  abridge
labour.    The English are uncommonly dexterous in their
contrivance of the mechanic powers ".    In agriculture, as
we have seen, the ground was similarly prepared for the im-
* Miege, The New State of England  (1691), part ii.  11-12.    For the
evidence of Gary and Tucker, see infra, vol. iii. 53-55.

